ABSTRACT Fine-grained visual categorization aims at differentiating subcategories, such as different species of birds, models of cars, and variants of aircraft. It often suffers from small inter-variance and large intra-variance. To keep dissimilar images far apart and preserve large intra-variance simultaneously, we propose an adaptive triplet model. At first, images are batched as triplets and input to a general convolutional network, which extracts convolutional image features. Then, we combine adaptive triplet loss and classification loss for multi-task training. Adaptive triplet loss pulls the same-class embeddings together and pushes examples from different subcategories apart. It allocates different weights to hard and easy examples in an adaptive way in the training process. Unlike previous hard mining mechanisms that discard all non-hard triplets, it can benefit from all possible informative examples. Moreover, a second-order distance function is put forward to capture local pairwise interactions of embeddings, which is more discriminative in distance measure. Classification loss is used to provide more direct supervision for training embeddings with category specific concepts. Furthermore, it makes the prediction of category more convenient and more efficient in testing. Experiments demonstrate the state-of-the-art results on three popular fine-grained datasets, including CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars, and FGVC-Aircraft. In addition, our network structure is relatively simple compared with previous methods, which often suffer from multiple sub-networks and complex training mechanisms. It is also applicable for most up-to-date backbone networks, while others might be restricted to specific convolutional networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fine-grained visual categorization (FGVC) has been increasingly popular in recent years. It aims at subcategory-level image classification, such as identifying species of birds [1] , models of cars [2] and variants of aircraft [3] . FGVC is more challenging than category-level classification tasks because differences among subcategories are local and subtle. As can be seen from Figure 1 , FGVC has small inter-variance. For example, the distinction between bird species 'Warbling Vireo' and 'Red-eyed Vireo' lies mainly in the color of their eyes. At the same time, large intra-variance in one subcategory is also challenging. Their visual differences are easily overwhelmed by other factors such as illumination, occlusion and distortion.
Impressive progresses have been achieved in FGVC in recent years. Most existing popular models [4] - [7] take a twostep strategy: localizing discriminative regions first and then using their features for classification. Discriminative region localization is based on given part annotation or information mining from convolutional feature maps. As for features used in classification, they are often ordinary convolutional features and their concatenations. With high accuracies reported, however, these methods are trapped in following limitations. First, used region information is extremely hard to collect due to the requirement of specific domain knowledge. Also, human-defined regions might not necessarily be suitable for computers. Second, mining from feature maps in unsupervised or weak-supervised ways performs unsatisfactorily. Lacking strong and direct location information, the localization modules easily get stuck in local minimum and lead to equal weights for every position. Third, commonly used convolutional features are not discriminative enough for marginal visual differences. Simple concatenation of different features only leads to limited promotions.
We can observe from the classification confusion matrix plotted in [8] that, most misclassified samples in one subcategory are classified as another certain subcategory. For example, most wrong predictions of bird species 'Warbling Vireo' are classified as its extremely similar subcategory 'Red-eyed Vireo'. It demonstrates that the distances of these two species' embeddings are too close to discriminate. Therefore, we should enforce a margin in the manifold for a subcategory and its most similar subcategory. Diverging the clusters of different subcategories might benefit fine-grained tasks, and the overall performance of FGVC will be promoted if we can discriminate these quite confusing subcategories.
Motivated by above analyses, in this paper, we propose an adaptive triplet model for fine-grained recognition. It learns embeddings for classification and maximizes the distances between different subcategories. Unlike previous methods, adaptive triplet model is an one-step model that can be trained end-to-end. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the proposed model takes triplets as the input, which are composed of three images: two of them come from the same subcategory, and the third one is from a different subcategory. We use a generic convolutional neural network as the backbone and parameters are shared for three inputs. Extracted features are then utilized and trained in two streams. The first stream adds a regulation on the learned manifold by explicitly keeping a margin between different classes. Proposed adaptive triplet loss pulls embeddings from same subcategory together and pushes different subcategories apart. It allocates different weights to hard and easy image pairs instead of completely discarding those less informative ones. In addition, a secondorder distance function is introduced for better measurement of distance. The second stream batches features and reduces their dimensions for prediction.
The adaptive triplet model is a multi-task learning framework that can benefit from both sides. Used batch strategy effectively feeds images to the model, making the two tasks trainable at the same time. It learns embeddings with semantic structures, which is favorable for the task of classification. With relative distance regulation, large intravariance are preserved while distance between negative pairs are kept large enough. The adaptive weighting mechanism pays more attention to hard examples in training, and it can learn from all possible informative pairs. Furthermore, second-order distance function captures pairwise channel interactions and makes embedding more discriminative for distance measure. In experiments, without complex attention mechanism and tricky training strategy, we achieve state-ofthe-art results on CUB-200-2011 [1] , Stanford Cars [2] and FGVC-Aircraft [3] .
It is interesting to compare our model with the state-ofthe-art models. Without bounding box or part annotation, Recurrent Attention CNN [6] and Multi-attention CNN [7] achieve great performances. Following the two-step strategy, both of them are attention models, which design complex attention mechanisms for better utilization of discriminative local regions. Nevertheless, they require careful parameter initialization and complicated training strategy. Our adaptive triplet model has a simpler network design while achieving comparable accuracies. It is an one-step model that learns discriminative features directly, and we can benefit from more direct and stronger supervisions. In addition, our model is not dependent on specific structures of convolution neural networks. Most up-to-date networks, such as VGG [9] , ResNet [10] and DenseNet [11] , are compatible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce related works in fine-grained visual categorization and compare our work with them briefly. The main model and more details are represented in Section III. In Section IV, we conduct experiments to show the performance of the model and give more analyses. The whole paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to two lines of active research: (1) finegrained visual categorization, (2) distance metric learning
A. FINE-GRAINED VISUAL CATEGORIZATION
In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNN) [9] - [12] have revolutionized the field of computer vision. It performs remarkably good in classification and is supposed to be able to extract much more powerful representations than traditional methods. Most recent fine-grained works, including our model, are based on CNN. Roughly speaking, they can be divided into two-step models and one-step models according to their intuitions.
In FGVC, it is common to assume that different subcategories share same object structure and differ in object parts. Therefore, two-step models [5] - [7] , [13] - [19] believe that the key to FGVC is finding distinct areas with discriminative information. Early works heavily rely on extra information like bounding box and part annotation. Part R-CNN [13] is one of the pioneering works with deep learning. It uses annotation information of head and body in CUB-200-2011 and trains detectors with geometric VOLUME 6, 2018 constraints for these two parts. After pose normalization, features of two parts are concatenated and classified via SVM. Part-stacked CNN [4] proposes a localization network for locating object parts, and it generates more parts than Part R-CNN. Object-level features are also fused with part-level features for classification. Pose-normalized CNN [20] and SPDA-CNN [21] take similar approaches too, but all above models are restricted by demands of auxiliary information, which makes their methods nearly impracticable on other FGVC datasets or more realistic tasks.
Only using image labels, the two-level attention model [16] starts to find discriminative parts in a weakly-supervised way. It trains a FilterNet to find foreground areas and a DomainNet to extract specific domain features. They use spectral clustering to detect semantic parts. NAC [17] is another unsupervised part discovery model, which trains part selectors by finding constellations of activation patterns. Nevertheless, the training of part detectors of these methods are separated from the feature learning process, which cannot be optimized end-to-end. With the localization module trainable, visual attention models become more and more prevalent. Recurrent Attention CNN [6] designs an attention mechanism that can focus on dominant regions progressively. Region detection and feature learning are mutually reinforced, and three-scale features are joined for classification. Instead of multi-scale integration, multi-attention CNN [7] produces multiple discriminative regions from channel grouping results.
One-step models [22] - [29] are often based on different intuitions and thus are much more diversified. Bilinear CNN [23] is one of most representative works. It introduces the popular bilinear feature in texture classification to FGVC. Convolutional features are multiplied using outer product at each location and pooled to gain a new image descriptor. We also exploit second-order information in our distance function. However, Bilinear CNN uses bilinear feature for classification directly, which suffers from the trouble of high dimensionality. Second-order embeddings in our distance function are more computation-effective and memoryeffective, because we only use them for distance computation. Besides, we have to mention that our intuitions and model structures are totally different.
B. DISTANCE METRIC LEARNING
Distance metric learning learns semantic distance measures by optimizing distance regulations. It is widely used in many fields, such as face recognition [30] , image retrial [31] , [32] and person re-identification [33] . Triplet loss is often utilized to enable margins between positive pairs and negative pairs. As a result, similar examples are mapped together and dissimilar examples are mapped far apart. Reference [34] proposes to use hard mining to focus on parts that are hard to classify. Reference [35] constructs several loss functions to lay more stress on hard triplets adaptively, which is similar to our adaptive triplet loss. However, the underlying mechanisms are different. Reference [35] allocates different weights to triplets and combines them for training. In contrast, our method assign different weights to pair distances and calculate the difference between weighted positive and negative distances.
In the fine-grained field, there are also some works [27] , [31] , [36] exploiting metric learning. MSML [36] proposes a multi-stage metric learning model for FGVC, but it just uses CNN to extract features in a traditional multi-stage framework. Therefore, it cannot be optimized end-to-end and moderate accuracies are gained. LSFE [31] uses metric learning with lifted structured feature embedding, but it is designed for image retrieval. Though distance metric learning has nice characteristics, it only learns general concept of distance metrics. That is why we fuse it with classification loss to learn category specific concepts as well.
Our model is most related to DMLHIL [27] . It uses tripletbased deep metric learning with human in the loop. A triplet model is constructed to capture semantic similarity among images as well. Though based on similar intuitions, we are different in two aspects. First, DMLHIL employs anchor points for classification, while our model has an independent trainable classification module. Besides, we improve traditional triple loss for better performance and the whole model can be trained end-to-end. Second, DMLHIL needs human help for labeling during training. Dataset bootstrapping from other dataset is also used. In contrast, we only use provided dataset with no intervention of human at all. In addition, we argue that it is sometimes impracticable for human to distinguish different subcategories for FGVC.
III. ADAPTIVE TRIPLET MODEL
In this section, we propose the adaptive triplet model for fine-grained visual categorization (FGVC) in details. We first introduce the triplet loss and the proposed adaptive triplet loss. Then, second-order distance function is proposed for better distance measure. Last, back to classification, we describe the overall framework of the adaptive triplet model, and it is also illustrated in Figure 2 .
A. TRIPLET LOSS FOR FGVC
Triplet loss is often used in image retrieval, person reidentification, face recognition and so on. It aims to make distances of embedding in same class be smaller than distances between different classes. Given three input images X a i , X p i and X n i , X a i is an anchor image, which has a positive pair X p i and a negative pair X n i . The widely used convolutional neural network can be regarded as a non-linear mapping function
→ R to measure the distance of x i and x j in the embedding space. To ensure that the positive pair's distance is smaller than the negative pair's distance, we have:
where m is a positive margin. It contributes to the separability of different classes and generalization ability of the model. The triplet loss is further given as follows:
where [.] + represents the maximal value between zero and the value in the square brackets. When distance of the negative pair is larger than the positive pair (more specifically,
) by a margin m), the loss outputs zero gradient. While the condition is not satisfied, the loss becomes positive and leads the optimization of model.
The benefits of triplet loss for FGVC can be summarized as four-fold. First, it explicitly learns semantic embeddings by pulling embeddings of same class together and pushing embeddings of different classes apart. Different classes are separated, and it is consistent with common classification loss. Second, using relative distance constraints and a margin, high intra-variance in FGVC can be well-preserved. In contrast, cross entropy loss embedded with softmax operation tends to pull embeddings of the same subcategory together as much as possible. Examples with reasonable variances might be out of its real cluster and be misclassified. Third, negative pairs' distances are optimized to be large enough in the manifold. Easily confused subcategories in FGVC thus keep large margins and are easier to distinguish. Finally, it is less sensitive to dimension of embeddings and number of classes. There is no need for fully-connected layers to reduce dimensions, which saves a lot of computation and space expenses.
B. ADAPTIVE TRIPLET LOSS
In practice, triplet loss is not satisfactory as expected. One problem is numerous triplets. Number of triplets increases cubically with the number of examples. It is nearly infeasible to train all possible combinations, and it is hard for the model to converge. During training, more and more triplets will become quite easy examples, whose margins are clear and losses are minute or even zeros. In this situation, massive easy triplets overwhelm hard triplets in the total loss, leading to wrong optimization directions, or even worse, to model collapsing.
To deal with the problem, hard mining approaches [34] are widely used. It selects hard examples in possible candidates for training. Given a set of triplet embedding 
L hard chooses most informative pairs for the whole training process. However, it is somehow dominated by the hardest examples, for example, outliers in the data. The convergence of model might be unstable and it even learns a bad mapping. More importantly, it directly discards all other triplets that might still deserve training.
To make better use of all possible triplets, we introduce the adaptive triplet loss, which uses a soft mechanism to weight hard and easy pairs. 
where tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function and α and β are tunable positive parameters. We use tanh because it is a monotonic and differential function. Besides, when positive distances are large enough (input is large), there is no need to discriminate them in training (the function becomes flat and outputs similar values). This loss function makes adaptive choices for different pairs. It pays more attention to hard pairs and gives lower weights to easy pairs. α and β can be used to adapt the extent of adjustment. Notably, it can benefit from all informative pairs without being fooled by easy pairs. Hard triplet loss L hard can be viewed as a special case of the adaptive triplet loss. In that case, D a,p i is very large, and the weighting term makes it relatively more larger than others. This ensures that hard examples dominate the total loss, so is D a,n i . In addition, similar to the effect of batching images for training of convolutional networks, average among triplets would make optimization more stable and faster too.
The loss can be trained with normal stochastic gradient descent algorithm. The derivatives of adaptive triplet loss can be computed as follows:
where d is the distance between negative pair and positive pair.
C. SECOND-ORDER DISTANCE FUNCTION
Another key part of the adaptive triplet model is the secondorder distance function. The distance function D(x i , x j ) measures the distance of x i and x j in the manifold. As we can see, distance function is the elementary input of triplet loss. A powerful distance function is decisive for the performance of the total model. In most cases, Euclidean distance x i − x j 2 or its squared
is used. To explore second-order information in embedding, we propose a second-order distance function:
where . Remarkably, with simple matrix operations, the secondorder distance function is both computation-effective and memory-effective. Still, it is differentiable and can use the chain rule for back propagation. Let
wrt. x i and x j respectively, we have:
D. THE COMPLETE PIPELINE
Although adaptive triplet loss with second-order distance function is effective in learning discriminative embedding, it is not suitable for classification. When testing, the computed embedding cannot directly predict a specific class. Therefore, we combine the triplet loss with the classification loss function to form a multi-task loss. The architecture of model is shown in Figure 2 .
In data preparation, we utilize a special batch strategy to stack images. Generally, triplet model needs triplet inputs, that is, two examples from the same class and another image from a different class. Finding required triplets in random batches is ineffective. Thus, we randomly sample C classes and randomly sample K images from each class. For each image (anchor image X a i ), we can select its positive pairs (X p i ) from the rest K −1 images and negative pairs (X n i ) from other (C − 1)K images. It amounts to CK (K − 1)(CK − K ) possible triplets. Notably, the distances between different images can be calculated in one time to avoid unnecessary repeated calculations. In addition, from the view of classification task, it is nearly equivalent to original random sampling.
At start, we use shared convolution neural networks to extract features for all images. It has shown to be more powerful than traditional human-craft methods in feature learning and representation, making it become one of the most popular feature extractors at present. In consideration of the scarcity of data in FGVC, training from scratch is prone to overfitting. We use models pre-trained on ImageNet large scale dataset [37] and further fine-tune parameters in training.
For extracted triplet features (x a i , x p i , x n i ) from the convolution network, both adaptive triplet loss L adap and cross entropy loss L ce and employed to train the model. On the one hand, the triplets are sent to the adaptive triplet loss, which adds regulations on embeddings and contributes to larger margin between different class than same class. On the other hand, embeddings are input into fully-connected layers to generate classification predictions that are trained by cross entropy loss. Let w denotes all trainable parameters in the network, the total loss function is written as follows:
where η is a balance coefficient and λ is a weight decay coefficient. Stochastic gradient descent with momentum is used to optimize the total model in an end-to-end way. Essentially, classification loss can provide more direct supervision and make it more convenient for classification in testing phase. The triplet loss also plays an important role in regulating the distribution of manifold. The two loss are fused to learn better embeddings for classification. This model can be regarded as a general multi-task framework. More detailed network structures, including networks based on popular VGG, ResNet and DenseNet, are given in the next section.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, experiments are conducted on popular finegrained datasets. Comparisons with other state-of-the-art methods demonstrate the effectiveness of our model. Furthermore, additional experiments are given for better understanding of it.
A. DATASETS AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 1) DATASETS
To evaluate our model, we conduct experiments on three challenging datasets: CUB-200-2011(Caltech-UCSD Birds) [ Note that for all datasets, we follow their official evaluation settings and use merely image labels in both training and testing.
2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
During data preprocessing, we first resize images to 256×256 and choose random 224 × 224 crops. Besides, images are randomly flipped horizontally with 0.5 probability in training. For batch generation, we set C = 4 and K = 20, which amounts to a mini-batch of 80 images. Embedding are extracted from different layers for different models, and detailed information is available in subsection IV-B. Learning rate is initialized as 1e-3 and linearly decays to 1e-5 from 10000 iteration to 20000 iteration. Weight decay coefficient λ and momentum are set to 5e-4 and 0.9. We find that setting α = 2 and β = 3 performs best across datasets. Balance coefficient η is generally set to 0.5, and margin m is set to 0.8 in experiments. Mean values of five repetitive experiments in one setting are reported as our accuracies. Tensorflow [38] is used to conduct all experiments.
B. EXPERIMENTS ON CUB-200-2011
CUB-200-2011 [1] is one of the most widely used finegrained datasets at present. We compare the adaptive triplet model with recent methods based on whether they use extra information. To demonstrate the generality of our model, we conduct various experiments based on VGG19, ResNet50 and DenseNet121. Since these backbones have different network structures, the process of feature extraction is slightly different. More specifically, for VGG19, we choose activation value from relu5 4. For each image, the size of the extracted feature is 14 × 14 × 512. On the one hand, to enjoy extra benefit of translational invariance compared with the second-order distance function, we first calculate outer product of the feature and then pool across locations to gain a 512 × 512 second-order embedding for distance measure. On the other hand, the feature is mapped to a lower-dimension for classification via similar fullyconnected layers in VGG19. For fully convolutional networks like ResNet50 and DenseNet121, we use activations from their penultimate layers. Triplet embedding are input to the proposed distance function for calculation of adaptive triplet loss. Besides, a fully-connected layer is stacked for final classification.
As shown in Table 1 , compared with original convolution neural network baselines, our models achieve significant improvements. For VGG19, ResNet50 and DenseNet121, the relative gains are 6.7%, 4.6% and 5.5% respectively. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our model, especially the adaptive triplet loss, across popular backbones. Note that most previous methods do not report results on popular ResNet50 and DenseNet121 because they are not appropriate for such fully convolutional networks [42] . Their applications are restricted to simpler AlexNet or VGG. It is interesting to compare our model with two triplet-related models: DMLHIL [27] and MSML [36] . DMLHIL takes similar assumptions with ours, but it only utilizes triplet loss and reports inferior results. Moreover, it depends on human intervention for data bootstrapping. MSML only uses convolution neural network for feature extraction and cannot be trained end-to-end. It lags far behind ours. The best accuracy of our model is 87.5%, which is 1.0% higher than the previous best result of MACNN [7] . In addition, MACNN designs a complex attention mechanism to localize parts. Features of four parts and an object are fused to achieve such results. Another interesting work is RACNN [6] , which uses three sub-models to train three different scale of images. Nevertheless, the adaptive triplet model only makes use of one model and even gains better accuracy. Remarkably, our models are comparable to or even better than those methods [4] , [13] - [15] , [20] , [21] , [27] , [39] with extra annotations, including bounding box and part annotation. These methods are hard to generalize as such annotations are expensive to collect. 
C. EXPERIMENTS ON STANFORD CARS AND FGVC-AIRCRAFT
The results on Stanford Cars [2] is shown in Table 2 . In experiments, we apply identical modifications on backbone network except the last classification layer. Due to lack of part annotation in dataset, many popular methods do not report results. Again, huge improvements from fine-tuning baselines to adaptive triplet models demonstrate the validity of our design. With DenseNet121, we boost the accuracy from a baseline 88.9% to a peak 93.6%. Compared with previous state-of-the-art RACNN [6] and MACNN [7] , our model is much simpler and more robust. The two methods are criticized for their complex model structure and training strategy. FCAN [39] achieves similar accuracy (91.5%) with our VGG19-based model. It takes a reinforcement way and thus is more difficult to converge. MDTP [43] uses triplets of patches with geometric constraints to improve the performance, but multi-stage model structure might lead to sub-optimal solution. Part-alignment CNN [14] performs good as well. However, along with FCAN and MDTP, it cannot be trained without bounding box. Compared with Bilinear CNN [23] , although we utilize similar second-order features, our adaptive triplet model is more efficient for its usage in distance measure instead of classification. Table 3 demonstrates the classification accuracies on FGVC-Aircraft [3] . We also apply similar modifications for backbone modifications. From a baseline 85.1%, our models performs best (90.7%) among all methods. Our model outperforms attention-based RACNN [6] and MACNN [7] by at least a margin of 0.8%. Moreover, our model is more favorable in terms of conciseness and generalizability. Notably, even the weakest variant of our model can beat Multigranularity CNN [15] , MDTP [43] and Bilinear CNN [23] . Multi-granularity CNN constructs multi-grained descriptors, but it is outperformed by a large margin (4.1%) compared with ours. 
D. HOW IMPORTANT IS ADAPTIVE TRIPLET LOSS
To make good use of adaptive triplet loss and cross entropy loss, we fuse them to form a multi-task loss. In this subsection, we conduct a bunch of experiments with different balance coefficient η to explore the importance of proposed adaptive triplet loss. Setting η from 0 to 2, the accuracies on different dataset are shown in Figure 3 . The DenseNet121 is used for all experiments. When η = 0, it means using merely cross entropy loss, which is equal to the baseline DenseNet121 mentioned above. We have to mention that when using the triplet batch strategy of our model, it generate similar results with widely used random batching for finetuning. With the stack of triplet module, the accuracies rise to 87.5%, 93.6% and 90.7% for CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars and FGVC-Aircraft respectively. It proves that these two kind of losses are stackable. The increment of η provides more and more regulations gradually, which is beneficial for learning discriminative embedding. Then, accuracies fluctuate around when η ranges from 0.5 to 1. The characteristic of the model on different datasets are slightly different. As a result, we use η = 0.5 in rest experiments. When η continues to increase, results become worse. In such cases, the adaptive triplet loss might overwhelm original cross entropy loss and lead to unsatisfied performances. The whole model is not optimized for classification at that time. To conclude, suitable combination of triplet loss makes valuable contributions to finegrained classification, but overuse of it might be detrimental.
For comparison, we also use solely adaptive triplet loss for classification. In this situation, the categorical prediction cannot be directly acquired. Therefore, we first calculate the distances of embeddings between the test image and all training set. Then, we simply choose the label of its nearest training image as prediction. The prediction accuracies based on triplet loss are 64.5%, 69.1% and 66.7% accordingly. It is not optimized for classification and is sensitive to inevitable outliers. The performance is terribly worse than models with explicit prediction module. Besides, we have to extract embeddings of all training images and compare them with test images. It takes too much storage and computation.
E. OTHER DISCUSSIONS
In adaptive triplet loss, there are two parameters α and β. According to the definitions of adaptive triplet loss L adap and the total loss L, α and balance coefficient η would have equal influences on performance in the whole model. Because α can be extracted from L adap , and we are able to view ηα as one parameter in L. Therefore, we fix α to be 2 and adjust the value of η. In addition, we use independent α and β because VOLUME 6, 2018 they have different meanings in model. α in L adap is used for definition integrity and future uses, while η is proposed to balance different losses. For β, we conducts experiments on different datasets with DenseNet121. As shown in Figure 4 , we find that different β ∈ [2, 4] generate relatively stable results. With the growth of β, the accuracies decrease. Therefore, β = 3 is used for all other experiments.
To capture pairwise correlations of embedding for distance measure, we propose the second-order distance function. Results of first-order (Euclidean distance) and secondorder (ours) on three datasets are compared in Table 4 . Both squared and non-squared versions are displayed. We use identical settings in experiments except distance function. Clearly, proposed second-order distance function (squared) is the most effective among distance metrics. It learns more discriminative embeddings across datasets and outperforms other distance functions on all datasets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our distance function. Besides, secondorder distance functions are always better than first-order distance functions, with at least a margin of 1.1%. In addition, for both first-order and second-order functions, squared versions achieve slightly better performance than non-squared versions.
F. DATA VISUALIZATION
The proposed adaptive triplet loss is designed to separate dissimilar images and main intra-variance as well. To visualize the distances between different images, we adopt t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [44] , [45] for visualization. t-SNE is a widely used dimensionality reduction technique for embedding high-dimensional data to a lowdimensional space. It minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the two constructed probability distributions in high and low dimensional spaces.
In detail, for a trained model, we extract image features x of the training images X . For the benefit of visualization, we randomly choose 80 classes in each dataset. Then, to visualize the distribution of these features, we run t-SNE for 1000 epochs with default configuration. For comparison, we conduct experiments with balance coefficient η = 0, η = 0.5 and η = 2 on aforementioned three fine-grained datasets. According to experimental results shown in Figure 3 , η = 0.5 performs best among different datasets, η = 0 leads to lower accuracies, and η = 2 generates worst results. Their corresponding visualization of data points are illustrated in Figure 5 . For η = 0, where we only use cross entropy loss, the distribution of training image features are very concentrated. The distances of different clusters are large and every cluster is small in size. It is because cross entropy loss only maximizes the distance of different classes, which makes it hard to preserve distinct characteristic of large intravariance in fine-grained tasks. For η = 0.5, which is the recommended value for combining proposed adaptive triplet loss and cross entropy loss, the size of each cluster is relatively large compared with the distribution of η = 0. It means that the intra-variance is well-preserved. At the same time, dissimilar image features are still distinguished. It learns embeddings with better semantic structures and consequently results in better performance. When η = 2, the cross entropy loss is overwhelmed, making it harder to learn embeddings suitable for classification. Though basic distances of different classes are preserved, the distances are not optimized for the next classification layer.
Fine-grained categories are often easily confused and misclassified. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we compare the predictions on testing set acquired by two models: DenseNet121 (fine-tuning) model and the adaptive triplet model based on DenseNet121. As can be seen from Figure 6 , with the baseline model, images in the first rows are misclassified as their second row counterparts. In comparison, these images can be correctly classified by the adaptive triplet model. For example, Common_Raven (row 1, column 1 from Figure 6 (a)) and American_Crow (row 2, column 1 from Figure 6 (a)) are extremely similar. It is difficult to differentiate them even for human beings. The baseline model fails to distinguish them and classifies Common_Raven as American_Crow. However, the proposed model can predict their labels correctly. It shows the effectiveness of our method, which is able to differentiate more similar subcategories that are easily confused by ordinary convolutional neural networks.
V. CONCLUSION
We present an adaptive triplet model, which fuses adaptive triplet loss and cross entropy loss for fine-grained visual categorization. It uses triplet images as input and employs most popular convolution neural networks (e.g. VGG, ResNet and DenseNet) as backbones. Then, we use two losses to train the extracted embeddings in a combined way. Adaptive triplet loss can explicitly push examples from different classes apart and pull same-class examples together. Unlike previous hard mining mechanism that discard other triplets except hard examples, it uses an adaptive way to make use of all possible information. Cross entropy loss is employed to make the embedding more suitable for the task. It provides more direct supervision for classification. We achieve state-of-the-art performance on CUB-200-2011, Stanford Cars and FGVC-Aircraft, while enjoying a simple network structure. Moreover, our model is applicable for most popular convolution networks such as VGG, ResNet and DenseNet. However, there are still more work to do in the future. Reducing amount of super parameters in our model by non-parametric mechanism or optimizable parameters is still under way. 
